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Rugged, Natural Beauty
What better way to enjoy your outdoor living 

area than to  gather around a beautiful fire pit 

with friends and family? The natural stone look 

of the Rosetta Belvedere fire pit transforms your 

outdoor space into an inviting, warm retreat.  

Precast concrete is fire-safe and engineered to 

weather the hardest outdoor elements.

BELVEDERE™ FIRE PIT



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Familiarize yourself with the construction details shown on this page.
2. Mark the location for your fire pit. Note dimensions shown are nominal 

so mark an area slightly larger than shown.
3. Excavate for drain stone base (approx. 6”)
4. Fill excavation with drain stone, level, and compact.
5. Place and center steel ring on prepared base.
6. Place blocks per pattern. (Keep units 1 1/2” from steel ring)
7. WARNING: Do not place Rosetta Fire Pits directly on Rosetta Flag-

stone product or any comparable concrete product or slab as high heat 
can adversely affect the integrity of the product.

8. After placing blocks around the ring, adjust the blocks in or out to make 
the circle close and fit tightly. If the blocks do not close the circle, move 
all blocks slightly inward. If the blocks seem too long, move the blocks 
slightly outward.

9. Place caps in circle around fire pit. Adjust the caps in or out to make 
them fit tightly together.

Dimensions (in)             pcs/pallet       wt./pallet     
   
58 outside dia.                   52        1200
37 inside dia.
14 1/2 tall

ROUND PIT W/STEEL INSERT
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FIRE PIT COLORS
Important Note: 
Burning large items or trash in fire pits 
may cause damage to block units. Our 
fire features are designed strictly for 
small campfires.

NewLine recommends using a steel 
insert to protect block and coping units. 
Failure to use an insert could cause 
damage to the block or coping.

Includes steel insert and cap units
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